INDUSTRIAL & MOBILE HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

WE KNOW HYDRAULICS!

SINCE 1985

(317) 849-5115 / (800) 875-5196
Progressive Power & Control was founded in 1985 as a full-service hydraulics distributor. We help our clients protect and optimize their hydraulic systems through proper design, in-depth product knowledge, responsive repairs and great service!

We Serve All of Your Industrial and Mobile Hydraulic Needs

**System Design**

Our Certified Fluid Power Specialists design complete mobile and industrial hydraulic systems. From proof of concept, designing the flow of the hydraulic circuit, choosing “best of breed” components, to final assembly, PPC can provide you with a complete hydraulic solution.

**Product Selection & Sales**

We have over 3 decades of experience helping customers choose the right hydraulic components. We can help you find the exact part you need, or a functional equivalent from another manufacturer.

**Repair & Exchange**

Whether your systems are built on new technology or older components, we can assist you with repair or exchange. For “hard to find” parts, consider our **SAFETY STOCK** program.

- New and remanufactured parts
- Trade-ins accepted *(Core Credits)*
- Exchange fees paid

**Field Service**

Hands-on hydraulic solutions: Troubleshooting • Retrofitting • Component Installation • Field Piping

**Hydraulics Training**

Certified Fluid Power Specialist Training in your facility or at a remote location.

- Basic Industrial Hydraulics Maintenance • Circuits and Circuit Reading
- Industrial Hydraulics Troubleshooting • Fluid Power Society Certification Review

**New Technologies**

PPC stays current on new developments in hydraulic technology. Currently, **Energy-Efficient Hydraulic Systems** are important, and PPC understands the products involved in energy-efficient systems, helping clients reduce energy costs and accomplish “Green” manufacturing.

**Hydraulic Test Stand**

PPC has a cutting-edge hydraulic test stand for assessing the performance of pumps, motors and valves. This testing validates that the components operate correctly before being installed into industrial or mobile hydraulic systems.

(317) 849-5115 / (800) 875-5196
Progressive Power & Control designs and builds custom components and complete hydraulic systems for end-users or equipment manufacturers. We have the expertise to provide fully functional integrated circuits.

**Custom Hydraulic Power Units up to 150hp**

- Pneumatically-driven HPU to 10,000 PSI
- Also Explosion-proof

**Custom Cylinders**

- Stainless steel cylinders
- Large cylinder for press automation
- Steel mill ladle cylinder

**AC Servo for precise flow, precise pressure and energy conservation**

- “Designed to fit” AC and DC power unit with controls

**Custom manifolds for reduced cost and simplicity of design**

**Custom spool valves with multiple control options**

**Radio remote controls**
As a primary Indiana distributor of hydraulic products, we enjoy strong relationships with our Key Vendors. We have quick access to products and technical expertise to assist you in acquiring and implementing their hydraulic technologies, making sure your systems are always equipped with the latest products.

Our Key Vendors

- Bieri
- Casappa
- Enerpac
- FluidDyne
- Hayes
- Heypac
- Ikron
- Ki Hydraulics
- Linde
- Moog
- Moog Ohio Oscillator
- Nachi
- Parker
- Ph
- RR-USA
- Voith Turbo

Other Suppliers

- Anchor Fluid Power
- Aron
- Brevini
- Canfield
- Chermack
- Daikin
- Daman
- Danfoss
- Doering
- Dynamic Fluid Power
- Eaton
- FTI
- Gibson/Slack & Parr
- Guardian
- Hayes
- Hub City
- M+S
- Marzocchi
- Masuda
- Metaris
- Miratron
- PQ Controls
- SAM Hydraulic
- Sterling Hydraulics
- Sunfab NA Hydraulics
- Switching Solutions
- Teledyne Republic Manatrol
- Tokimec
- Tompkins Industries
- Trochoid
- Vescor
- Webster Instruments
- Wilkes-McLean NACOL
- Young Powertech
- Zero-Max